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In this paper we shall extend Walsんな theorε111 ([1]) in Sち1， 2 and investigat己the
linear lization of T (ω) with prop己:rtyT in a domain D in詰3(see S 1 Io1' definition) and 
prove the existence of non-linear on色to-oneconformal mapping of D onto itself in 8 4. 
s1. On the extension ofW alsh's theorem. 
If ω'= T(w) is a given one-valuec1， sch1icht analytic function 01 W， we say that a 
region D of the extended w-plane has property T provided that the point w' =T(w) 
1ies in D， whenever w lies in D. 
In (1J， J. L. Walsh extended the results of Rad6， Seidel and Ford [2J ancl 
proved the following theo1'εn1. 
SUTlうosethai a domain D has T， '/vhere T(w) is a transfortnation of 
the form; 
(1) T: てzv'，= A てP←， (α刊 ，A十1，0くIAI正1).
W'一一代 1;(1一一α
lf tυ拍heo1'igin zωu=O lies in D aωnd G1'et幻Zγ'sjρC'z，仰 l.Cti向onGCαω1) fρor D 1μω仰4幻m汀ithaμIC 1ρりoleθ at the 
ρoi仇nt zω0=0 e仰xiおstおS， t的he仰?ηよeve♂ fη'Y Si四u必仰bω3リ)re
jρち1'01ρうe1'ty1、.
Futher he provecl the 10110wing Lef 叙}.)be a on.e--valued， analytic junaion in D 
with 1'(0)ニoand suρose thai a region D hωρ1'0ρerty T and thal there exists Green's 
fun.ction of D. Then it ;，ωlds that 
ぐ2) I T'(O)I~ 1. 
1n the case where I T'(0) I = 1， or when one point and its image T (w) simultaneously 
1ies 01 the boundary of some Dγ， 1'(w) becomes a sch1icht function which maps D ontつ
itself. 
S2. Now we sha11 prove the fol1owing. 
Theorern L Sutρose thai a region D of the exiended wρlar.ょehas 1う1'otertyT， where 
T(w) is a one-valued schll:cht analytic wilh T(O)=O. If UI=O lies in D 
and Green's funaion G(w) for D with thc 1うoleat w=O .e:虫asts，then evetツ sub1'egion
Dγhas al501りro戸e1'iyT. 
Proof. By T予7alsh's methoc1， om theorem is proved as follows. Let D I denote the image 
of D by w'=T(w). By hypothesis D'=1'(D)r;，D. Since Green's function GI(W') for 
D' with the pole at w=O is the t1'a11sform of ， we have G' (w' )三 G[T-l(w')J. 
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If we considεr the difference ' ) = ， ) -G' ， ) then ') is harmonic in D' and 
三ofor every boundary point UJ' of DぺBy the maximumprinciple， we have G '):?: 
G' ') in D'. Consequently， whenever UJ lies in we have G[T(w)J孟.Hence， 
ifωlies in D， that is， ifG(ω)>-log γ， v，e have G[T(w)J>-log γand henc色 ω)lies 
in Dr. q. E. D. 
If we restrict ourselves to the function T(w) with the special condition in Theorem 
1， we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. 1幻 Theorem1， if T(w) is a 幻ctionwhich is traωformed into a linear 
transformation 5(z)わIa suitably deβrwd ， that is， 
(3) . 5(z)=fTf-l (z) 
becomes a linear transformation， 5(z) is of the form 
(4) 5 : 三 =A-~-- ， (α4二0，Aキ1，0くIAI三三日 ; 
Z'一α Z一α
the case α=∞ being to be inierpreted as Z' =Az. 
If we take the identi田 1transformation instead of f (w) in ョ theabove theミorem
becomes the 1-7 alsh's theorem 1n itself. 
Proof. From (2)， we have 
IS'(O)I=II'(O)I IT'(O)II-á}Ä~1 壬1.
(0) 
Since S' (0) denotes the multiplier o:f a linεar transformation， it is sufficient to prove 
the theorem in the casε1 T' (0) 1 = 1 where is a one-to-one conformal mapping 
of D onto itse1f. Becausεin the other case becomes th合1ineartransformation which 
is obtained from the linear tral1sform瓜ioncorresponding to the one-to-one conformal 
mapping T(w) of D onto itself by multiplying a multiplier. 
The trivial case where T(ω) is the ider司tityw is excluded. 
A region Dr bounded by the level curve of Green's function has meaning only if the 
poleω=0 of Green's function lies in D領
Since every Dr has property T with =0， we fincl at f註8tw=O mu，;t be a 
fixed point of T (w ) . 
If a region D has property T， ithas a1so properties T九 Th-
Since， now， T (w) is a one-to-one conformal' mapping of D onto itse1f， then the 
functions 
f(w)=Til (w)， (n=O， 1， 2ぃ・.)， 
whichare generated from T(w) and the inversε T--l (w) the iterationヲ arealso one-
to-one conformal mappings of D onto itself. Hence the set {ん (w)}of a1 those 
transfonnations form a finite or an infinite cyc1ic group G. 
Now we divide G into two cases. 
i) If G is an infinite cydic group and moreover cQntalns no infinit出imaltransforma-
tions， that is， G is the propε:rly discontinuos group， there exist two or Ol1e singular 
toints3)， which remain invariant underω〉宮 inthe boundaries of D. 
If there exist two singular仰向ts，one of them always coincide 
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the other can be tran:sformec1 into infinity without los3 oJ g己nとrality.Since w'ニois an 
isolatcd bりundarypoi'J.i: from tle property of it is fel1lovable from the hyp~)thesis of 
T(ω). Then a neighborhood of wニocontains a poillt vvhich is congruent to any pJint 
of the extended plane and the region， which remains invariant under T(w) e G， 
coincides with the extended plane. This consさquenceis obviou:sly inconsistent with the 
property of D. 
Even if there exists only one singular point， from the reason analogous to the above 
we can lead to the contradiction. 
Therefore G ha:s no singular points and is a finite group. 
i) If G is an infinite cydic group and contain the infinite:simal transformations， G is 
a continuous group aηd there exist infinite singular 1りoints. We note that w=O is a 
fixed inner point oI D， hence it is not a singular 1うoi幻t.
After al G is a finite or a special infinite group. 
When the universal co陀 ringsmIace D y" of D is mapped onto the unit circle 1 z 1く 1
by the polymorphic function ;?， = f( W)， so that w= 0 corresponds to the or唱inof IzlくL
every element of G corresponds to a linear transformation SL， which holds 1 zlく 1
invariant while L moves over the Fuchsian group ]'0 of the automorphicfunction w=w(z) 
=f~l (w). Al1 such transformations SL form a Fuchsian group r， in which T'o is 
contained as the invariant subgroup. Therefore we have the relation G -;;Jソ{'o， that is， 
G is isomorphic with the factor group rj ['0 w hich is a elliptic cyclic groupl). 
Thus we obtain the reJ.ation S=fTf~l and 5(z) has the form (4) in Theorem 2. This 
is the conseql1ence to be provεd. q. E. D. 
~ 3. On the Iinearliz凡tionoE the one-to-one coロformalmapping 
T(w) of D onto itself. 
The subject of this paragraph me呂田 that， if we can decide a suitably dεfined 
analytic func出)nin D， T(ω) can be made linear by it. In other words， itis the problem 
to decide a conforrnal mapping function z= f(w) from D onto a schlicht domain D' of 
the extended z-plane， so that the transformed function s = fTf -1may be linear， and of 
the form 
(5) z'=5(z)=Az (IAI =1). 
Let m be a c10sed set of the boundary points of D. We can suppose that the set m 
contains the points which belong only to the transfinite. kernel， 5) for the other point， 
for instance， the isolated point， is removable. Generally， the boundary consists of 
continums and the points of the discrete sεt. 
In the case， when G is a1 infinite group， the p 
1，-1 
If we denote the angular region bounded by 1，νand kν+1 with Rν (kv， kν+1)， so 2: Rνcover 
ν~O 
the extendεd w-plane without overIappings and gaps. Suppose that mυis the subset of 
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n-1 
m inRo and m=ヱTν (mo). If mo is slUTOunded by a finite number of c10sed Jordan 
ν~O 
curves 
く0)(7) C μ:~ (μ=1，2，... ，n) 
in DnRo， mνis also surrounded 
by the imag，田
(8〉 CJ:; ，(μ=1ム..，n) 
of (7) in DnRv . (c. f. Fig.) 
By the conformal mapping 






a subregion Dn， which are 
formed from D' by removing 
(7)， (8) and their inside， can 
be mapped conformally onto a 
region Bn of the z-plane bounded 
by a circle with radius r n・
τnerefore T (w) is transformed 
into Sn (z) by fn (ω). As Sn (z) 
is a sch1icht conformal mapping 
¥ fo大¥'-- _ ('l1-2】、、¥口、司、、、_t:、、、.:/、、..--1.1 
、“。三、 I、 ，。、一ー一ー'
¥こよ / Ftc;γJ 
Rn・2
of 払， onto itself and is linear， so it is transformed into the form 
(10) Z'n=Anzn， (IAnl=l).' 
Next we consider the infinite sequence of the system of curves 
(11)C (0〉 (μ=1，2，3，..n) 
μ，n ， (n=1，2，3，....) 
which satisfy the fol1owing conditions; 
く0) • _.L _r •• ro (0) 1). The ctu.'V田 ofthe system C hn+11SInSIde of the clxves of the system C μ，" 
2). Any point ωof D belongs to D" for sufficient1y large n. 
From the infinite s巴quen白 {Dn}， we obtain D= lim Dn ・
nーぅ∞
Now we norma1ize the infinite s巴quence-{ん (z)}，so that in any given point Wo of D 
If' n (wo ) 1 = 1 may establish for a11 n. The functions fn (ω)， which map schlicht 
conformally any given compact subregion of D for sufficiently large n， aτe bounded by 
Koebe's distortion theorem. Thus {fn (z)} form a normal family and hence for a 
suitablely chosen subsequence there回 istsa non-constant， schlicht analytic limit function 
in D 
(12) lim fVn (ω)=f(w)' 
n→田
Therefore T(ω) is transformed into a linear transformation 
(13) Z'=AZ (IAI =1) 
by f(w)， where A=lim AVn . Thus our theorem is completely proved. 
n→∞ 
~ 4. On the existence of the non-linear one-to-one conformal mapping of a domain D 
onto itself. 
，恥
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If the boundaries of D consist of continums only， the existence of the above 
transformation is obvious， 1n the case where the bounda!・ies are fo工.'medentirely by a 
discrete point set， the existence of s¥1oh a transformation can be proved in the follow加g
way。
羽Tebegill an e1liptic t1'ansformation 
S: z' (IAi=l) 
and we take a discrete point set m of 2-dimensional positive outer measu1'e in the angu!氾・
region 1記。:
(14) τν 〆 2π(ν 1ー-1)五三 argz く一 }J ， (ν=0，1，2". .n--1) 
Then the 2-dimensional outer measure of the image 
(15) 112ν=5ν (m) (ν=1，2"." n-1) 
is also positive， 
Now let w = I(z) be a 1'egular analytic function in the extended z--plane vvithout the set 
m deleted onto a schlicht region D'， the boundari田 ofwhich are a discrete point set Jn ' 
of 2-dimensional measure ze1'o. 
Then the t1'ansrormed function T =1 S 1-1 is obviously nonlinea1'. Because by such εl 
function the set m' corresponds with the set 1 (m) of 2-dimensional positive outer 
measure. 
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